Dear Friend

I don’t know about you, but I am pretty fed-up with the lies and feet-dragging about the legalization of hemp. Hemp is completely harmless, can be used in the manufacturing of countless products, most of which can be produced at less expense. Once a hemp product reaches the extent of
it’s use, it goes back to the earth quickly and harmlessly - it’s completely bio-degradable. The farm bill
was just signed by President Trump which has made hemp legal, and now comes under the jurisdiction of state authorities.

You may already know this, I’m not divulging any great mystery. The enclosed pamphlet is my
attempt to help bring the uneducated into an appreciation of what hemp can do for the economy and
for health. One great question that will arise is: why was (and still is in many places) hemp illegal
when it is so beneficial. Why is it even a concern of gov’t to regulate…. who do they think they are?

The pamphlet is a quick read - I’m sure you are busy - but hope you will consider the possibilities regarding the idea I’m wanting to share with you. My idea is to make this pamphlet available with
a simple PDF down-load off the internet, then print, then fold. This pamphlet can be downloaded or
you may copied what you have. I believe the information is practical and non-judgmental and anyone
reading the pamphlet will appreciate the information…. and they will appreciate whoever made that
information available.

We really need changes. America’s infrastructure is in desperate need of repair. With oil, pesticides, toxic waste, the degradation of our oceans, soils, forest, food, I believe it’s way-past-time to
involve cannabis - hemp - in the fix.

Politicians are in the way, big corporate lobbyists, the booze industry, the pharmaceutical industry, the banks - all looking out for themselves. With hemp, the economy could grow and people’s
health (and wealth) would benefit - it’s all about getting people excited again. Right now people are
feeling more and more helpless. If they haven’t been exposed to the wonders of this plant, then we
need to get-on-the-ball. Social media is also hampering progress concerning hemp. The internet is a
great way to approach people, but the hemp topic is not getting people as excited as it should…. obviously people are not getting the information or connecting the dots.

So, here is my idea. Get individuals and companies all spreading the “news” in their local
communities, or through their mailings - get people talking about taking our country back and fixing it
for future generations. Oil is still available, we still have plenty of food, we have the time, but all that
could become scarce if we don’t begin to act - with the perfect alternative - HEMP. Seems to me…
soon - maybe very soon - people are “all-of-a-sudden” gonna realize - “I Get It - now what are we
gonna do?” And all us “hemp” guys are gonna be heroes. Hemps time has come.

For further information, visit the website. This is a “work in progress” and more will be added
as time moves along. We hope to report updates on the effectiveness of this project. I don’t think it
can fail.
www.hemp-hippo.com

